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By Peter Caroline
In the field of firearms marketing, it seems that

today’s magical buzzword is “tactical.” Flat black is
in, and we have a wide array of rifles, pistols and
shotguns all decked out in that somber and pur-
poseful color. Equipment that has earned a good
reputation with the military and with law enforce-
ment has always sold well in the civilian market, so
I suppose that a finish associated with SWAT
teams, Delta Force and other similarly dedicated
organizations would be
welcomed by those of us
in less-serious pursuits. 

With the current vogue
for all things tactical, then,
it takes major cojones
indeed to introduce a new
handgun that’s about as tactical as Chiquita
Banana. Para has done just that with their new
1911 SSP in .38 Super, and I say hurray for them;
it’s a delightful pistol, and certainly one that could
never be described as low-key.

The 1911 SSP might best be described as a
“barbecue gun,” a showy handgun that is appropri-
ate for wear at shindigs where you want to stand
out in style. It’s a full-size 1911 with 5” barrel, and
it sports Para’s Bright Stainless finish and is adorned
with a pair of synthetic mother of pearl stocks. It
has comfortably scalloped slide grooves fore and
aft, a skeletonized trigger with an overtravel stop,
beavertail grip safety and an extended slidelock

safety. Sights a black with white dots. The recoil
spring has a full-length guide, and we can argue
forever about that feature; I’ve never noticed that its
presence or absence had any effect on perform-
ance. Two nine-round magazines are included, and
the hefty, lockable carrying case contains the oblig-
atory gun lock, a bushing wrench and three Allen
wrenches for the grips, rear sight and trigger over-
travel adjustment screw (which has been set at the
factory and shouldn’t be messed with). 

The .38 Super cham-
bering is an interesting
choice. The cartridge has
been around since the late
1920s, and is a hotter ver-
sion of the old .38 Auto
cartridge. It has a great fol-

lowing south of the border, especially in Mexico
and other countries where military calibers are pro-
hibited for civilian use. Although the .38 Super has,
in recent years, found favor with IPSC competitors,
it is not something you’re likely to find stocked in
your local hardware or discount store. 

Anyone who buys a 1911 SSP strictly as a hip
ornament is depriving himself of a great shooting
experience. This pistol is, first and foremost, a
1911. Even better, it’s a 1911 in a caliber that is not
only highly effective, but also a pure joy to shoot.
With a pistol that, unloaded, weighs slightly more
than 2-1/2 lbs., the recoil is inconsequential, and
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